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Computer simulations of the dynami al properties of methane
in a model sili a gel
T.Patsahan, M.Holovko, A.Trokhym huk

Abstra t. Mole ular dynami s (MD) simulations are performed for a

Lennard-Jones uid adsorbed in a model sili a gel to study the individual
parti le motions. The mean-square displa ement and velo ity auto orrelation fun tions of uid parti les are al ulated from the MD simulations
at densities orresponded to the gas and liquid phases and for di erent
temperatures, and used to analyze their self-di usion oeÆ ients. It is
shown that the presen e of porous media redu es the mobility of uid
parti les and hen e de reases the self-di usion oeÆ ient.
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1. Introdu tion

The knowledge of the properties of the sorbed uids in a spe i porous
solids ontinue to be of great interest for basi and applied s ien e. Extensive appli ation of porous materials in the petroleum and hemi al
pro ess industries as atalysts and adsorbents is a powerful stimulus for
statisti al-me hani al studies. Mu h theoreti al work has been done during the last two de ades to model and investigate the physi al adsorption
in porous media. Primarily this has been on erned with highly idealized pore spa es [geometries℄ like slit, ylindri al and spheri al pores,
some spe i zeoliti stru tures and e e ts of pore shape and size, miros opi stru ture of pore surfa e upon thermodynami , stru tural, and
kineti properties were extensively investigated. Re ently, the models for
more omplex porous mi rostru tures whi h hara terize gels and Vyor glasses have been developed. These models are aimed to ount the
in uen e of ma ros opi stru ture and topology of the pore spa e upon
uid behavior in porous materials.
There are two major properties of porous materials whi h a e t the
measurements of self di usion. They are related to the extent to whi h
pores are dead ended and tortuous [geometry℄ and to the degree that the
di using mole ules are adsorbed on surfa e sites [ hemistry℄. A relatively simple but nontrivial model for simple-like uids adsorbed in geterogeneous porous solid have been formulated by Kaminsky and Monson
(KM)[7℄. This model prin ipally di ers from the previously studied[4,5℄
models for the adsorption of a hard-sphere-like uids in hard-sphere
matri es. The attra tive uid-matrix and uid- uid intera tions are inluded in the KM model. Due to this, the e e t of temperature on the
properties of adsorbed uid is presented. The uid-matrix attra tion is
signi antly stronger ompared with the uid- uid intera tion. In addition, this model also is hara terized by a quite large asymmetry of
diameters of matrix obsta les and of adsorbate uid atoms. To illustrate
the utility of the model, an appli ation to represent the Henry's law
onstant for methane adsorbed in a sili a gel has been used. However,
the authors emphasized that a t of the Henry's onstant provides some
support but still is far from suÆ ient for the general on lusion about
appli ability of the model.
The theoreti al tools to investigate these systems in lude the integral
equation theory approa hes[2{4℄ and omputer simulation te hniques[5{
9℄. The main attention in the theoreti al studies has been paid to the
stru ture and thermodynami al properties. However, little attention has
been given to uid dynami s in heterogeneous mi rostru tures. The
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asymmetry of energies and diameters may result in a strong a umulation of the uid parti les in the vi inity of a matrix obsta les. This
has been on rmed already by Monte Carlo (MC) omputer simulations
[7,8℄. Thus, we an expe t that mobility of uid parti les also ould be
a e ted.
In this ommuni ation our main goal is to investigate how the dynami al properties of the LJ-like uid are altered under heterogeneous
porous solid on nement. With this aim we apply mole ular dynami s
(MD) simulation te hnique to study the behavior of guest simple-like
uid in sili a gel. MD simulations are a versatile tool for a detail des ription of the time evolution of the simulated system, giving a ess to
both stru tural and dynami properties. In this paper we study mole ular di usion in a porous medium traying to distinguish between the
geometri al and the hemi al ontributions. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next se tion des ribes the potentials of
the uid- uid and uid-matrix intera tions and the method used for the
simulations. The results and dis ussion are presented in se tion 3.
2. Modelling and

omputer simulations

2.1. Model des ription
The behavior of simple uids adsorbed in porous medium has been studied by means of a anoni al mole ular dynami s simulations. The bulk
uid is hara terized by the redu ed number density,  = Nf  3 =V , and
is modelled by trun ated and shifted 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential,
8
< LJ (r) LJ (Rf ); r < Rf
;
(2.1)
uff (r) =
:
0;
r > Rf
 12  6 


;
(2.2)
LJ (r) = 4

r
r
with the parameters: =k = 148:2K;  = 0:3817nm that orrespond to

methane-methane intera tion. All length s ales are expressed in units of
.
The model for porous adsorbent is redu ed to an equilibrium on guration of Nm hard spheres [obsta les℄ of the diameter D. The ratio of the
volume o upied by hard- ore obsta les to the volume, V , of the whole
sample is  = (=6)Nm D3 =V and de nes the adsorbent porosity, 1 .
It already has been shown that this is a reasonable rst approximation
to the stru ture of sili a gel [6℄.
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The essen e of the simulations of pore uid is the modelling of the intera tion between uid mole ules [admole ules℄ and the sili a spheres. In
this ase it is important how we spe ify a uid-surfa e intera tion, i.e. an
intera tion between a uid parti le and the spheri al surfa e of a matrix
parti le. The system we simulated was based on the model developed
by Kaminsky and Monson (KM) [7℄ for methane adsorbed in a mi roporous sili a gel. The trun ated and shifted uid-surfa e intera tion in
the frame of this model has the form:

ufm(r) =

8
>
>
>
>
<

1;

KM (r) KM (Rm );
>
>
>
>
:
0;

where [7,8℄

r < 12 D
1
2

D < r < Rm ;

(2.3)

r > Rm



(r6 + 21=20D2r4 + 3=16D4r2 + D6 =192)d12
(r2 D2 =4)9

d6
:
(2.4)
(r2 D2 =4)3
For onvenien e of the reader we list the set of parameters of the potential
fun tions: d = 0:33nm, s = 44nm 3 , s =k = 339K and D = 7:055:
Besides that we introdu e a potential of the repulsive (non-attra tive)
intera tion between the uid and matrix parti les
8
< ufm (r); r < R0
uREP
(
r
)
=
;
(2.5)
fm
: 0;
r > R0
2
3

KM (r) = s D3 s

where R0 = 4:1526 was hosen in the way ufm (R0 ) = 0:0 to be equal
to zero.
The potential fun tions for the uid- uid and uid-surfa e intera tions both have been spheri ally trun ated with ut-o radii, Rf and
Rm , respe tively. To eliminate the impulsive ontribution from the disontinuity of the potentials at ut-o distan e to the for e, both, uff (r)
and ufm (r), have been shifted on the magnitude of the intera tion energy at ut-o distan e. Parti ularly, we used Rf = 2:56 for adsorbed
uid, and Rm = 12 for uid-surfa e intera tions.
The properties of uid in porous solid environment are determined
by the intera tion within uid parti les, and intera tion of uid parti les
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with the stati obsta les. The nature of latter is spe i , i.e. in ludes into
the modelling the hemi al nature of the gel and is a dominant fa tor
upon uid behavior in porous medium. However, often the role of uidobsta le intera tion is approximated and redu ed to the e e ts su h as
geometri al obstru tions, hydrodynami drag, et . To shead more light
on the role of uid-solid obsta le intera tion and reveal the impa t of
geometri al and hemi al e e ts on the behavior of pore uid, four di erent systems have been simulated. The system A orresponds to the pure
or bulk uid, i.e. Nf uid parti les in a volume V . The system B and
C onsist of the same uid but infused into porous solid with attra tive
[ufm (r) intera tion potential℄ and repulsive [uREP
fm (r) intera tion potential℄ pore surfa es, respe tively. The system D was also bulk uid, like
in system A, but in the volume, V 0 = V (1 ), whi h orresponds to
the free volume in porous solid in the systems B and C.

2.2. Mole ular dynami s simulations
The anoni al ensemble mole ular dynami s (MD) simulations were ondu ted adopting the ommonly used [ lassi al℄ Verlet velo ity algorithm.
The introdu ed modi ation was aused by the presen e in simulation
system of the two quite distin t omponent, i.e. adsorbed uid and adsorbent medium. Con erning the to this, we are dealing with the system
of the large stati spheri al obsta les and of the mobile uid parti les of
atomi size [tra er℄. Thereby, we should solve the equations of motion
ex lusively for the uid parti les, similarly to the ase of the bulk simple
uid system, but with the obsta les taken into a ount. The used algorithm is not time onsuming and is quite eÆ ient. Care has to be taken
with respe t of the total momentum whi h ould not be equal zero. We
monitored the total momentum of the system as a fun tion of time and
our on lusion is that it has the negligible u tuations around zero value
and does not in uen e the generated simulation data.
All uid-matrix simulations reported in the present study have been
arried out for the xed number of matrix parti les, [NM = 32℄, whi h
have been set randomly in the ubi box with basi size, L = V 1=3 .
This size is determined by the volume fra tion of matrix parti les whi h
was xed at the value orresponded to the KM model,  = 0:386, i.e.
the porosity of the matrix, 1 , was maintained onstant throughout.
The initial on gurations of the uid parti les were set randomly in
ea h simulation run and their number, Nf , has been depended on the
onsidered uid density and the range of Nf values was 585 5385. For
ea h set of the parameters of adsorbed uid, i.e. temperature and density,
we realized ve di erent on gurations of the matrix parti les. The nal
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results, whi h are reported, have been obtained by the averaging over
these on gurations. Ex ept ases are spe i ed additionally the displayed
values of results in the paper is presented in dimensionless units due to
the ommon normalization. To monitor the in uen e of the on nement
on the uid behavior, we also performed the anoni al MD simulations
for the uid parti les only.
3. Results and dis ussion

We performed MD simulations for two uid densities, f = 0:0384 and
0.3534 whi h an be asso iated with the density of the gas and liquid
phases of LJ-like uid. To hoose the temperature region, we exploit the
fa t that in pra ti e the adsorption in sili a gels usually is performed at
super riti al temperatures with respe t to the bulk uid. To ensure the
single phase onditions, the redu e temperature, T ? = kT=, has been
varied within the range from T ? = 1:2 till T ? = 2:0, whi h is above
the bulk gas/liquid riti al temperature [T ?  1:1℄ for the urrent uid
model [12℄. Hen e, su h temperature range will be the super riti al for
the uid adsorbed in porous medium as well [13℄.

3.1. Radial distribution fun tions
We pro eed with the dis ussion of the uid- uid, gF F (r), and uidsurfa e, gF M (r), radial distribution fun tions (RDFs). There were a few
reasons that we perse uted al ulating RDFs. We already mentioned
one of them, i.e. to verify the MD algorithm employed in the present
study through the omparison obtained MD data against those omputed
by Vega et al. [8℄ from GCMC simulations. The se ond reason was to
get on lusions about the in uen e of the porous environment on the
uid- uid RDF through the omparison with the bulk data at the same
temperature and density onditions. The next, we were urious about
the lo al ordering of uid parti les inside of porous solid whi h ould be
obtained from the uid-surfa e RDF [or uid density pro les℄. Finally, we
were aimed to involve the results on the stru ture ordering of the atoms
of adsorbed uid into the interpretation of their dynami al properties.
The main results are summarized on Figs. 1-3. The data are presented
for two redu ed temperatures, T  = 1:2 and 2, whi h orrespond to the
low and upper boundaries of the temperature range where dynami al
properties have been studied and dis ussed. This makes possible to reveal
the e e t of the temperature on the stru tural properties of the gas-like
and liquid-like adsorbates.
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First of all, in all ases available [Figs. 1 and 2℄ we found ex ellent agreement between anoni al ensemble MD data and those obtained
from grand anoni al ensemble MC simulations of Vega et al. [8℄. Small
dis repan ies should be attributed to the details of potential trun ation.
Analyzing the uid-pore RDFs for attra tive pore [Figs. 1 and 2℄, we
observe the layered stru ture of uid parti les with well-de ned onta t
layer around sili a spheres at both densities of adsorbate. At xed density, the peaks height of uid-pore RDFs in rease with lowering temperature as expe ted. However, at xed temperature, the same peaks height
de rease with in reasing density of pore uid, i.e. going from gas-like
to liquid-like adsorbate. Opposite trends o ur in repulsive pore solids
[Fig. 3℄ with uid-surfa e intera tion potential Eq. 2.5, where the value
of uid-pore onta t in reases with in reasing density, as expe ted. No
layering is observed for a gas-like adsorbate for repulsive pore.
Using the uid-sili a radial distribution fun tions one an estimate
average numbers of uid parti les in a onta t layer. To do this, we
al ulated the running oordination number fun tion,
Zr
n(r) = 4 gfm (x)x2 dx ;
(3.6)
0

for the uid parti les adsorbed on the solid obsta les. We an de ne
the rst oordination number, n1 , as the value of n(r) at the distan e r
orresponded to the position of the rst minima of the uid-matrix radial
distribution fun tion, gfm (r). These data are olle ted in Table 1. One
an see that the number of uid parti les surrounding a matrix parti les
in reases with in reasing of the uid density. First oordination number
has a very small dependen e from temperature for higher density.

3.2. Dynami al properties
The main subje ts of our interest from the point of view of dynami
[di usion℄ properties were two dynami fun tions. The rst is the time
evolution of the self-part of mean square displa ement (MSD), as de ned
by
+
*
1 X
2
2
(3.7)
jri (t) ri (0)j ;
< r (t) >=

Nf

i

where the ri (t) are the spa e oordinates of the enter of mass of uid
parti les at time t. The se ond dynami fun tions whi h we evaluated during simulation runs was the self-part of the normalized velo ity
auto orrelation fun tion (VACF),
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P
hv (t)vi (0)i ;
P
(3.8)
(t) = i i
h
i vi (0)vi (0)i
with vi (t) being the individual velo ity of uid parti les at time t. The
average < : : : > is within the anoni al ensemble and along the whole
traje tory of ea h parti les, i.e. t0  t  t0 + tmax [t0 440 ps℄. The
traje tory information an be employed to ompute the time dependent
di usivity, D(t). This an be evaluated either with the help of GreenKubo expression,
Z
1 t 0 0
D(t) =
(t )dt ;
(3.9)
3 0
or by using the Einstein relation,
1  < r2 (t) >
:
(3.10)
6
t
The total length of the traje tory, tmax , was di erent for a gas-like and
liquid-like uids as well as di erent for a bulk and pore uids. Longer
traje tories were needed in order to a hieve a good statisti al des ription
of the MSD [di usive pro ess℄ at low density. At the xed density, nal
traje tories whi h orrespond to the ma ros opi self-di usion oeÆ ient
D are shorter when the uid is adsorbed in porous medium. Relatively
shorter traje tories [ omparatively to MSD℄ are needed for re ording
VACF to ensure their de ay to a nal value of zero [within statisti al
a ura y of the simulation data℄. The random mi rostru ture of sili a gel
may leads, in general, to the anisotropy of the di usion pro ess. However,
we were interested in the total [average℄ features of the parti le dynami s
only.
The mean square displa ements as a fun tion of the observation time
for low and high densities of adsorbed uid are given in Figs. 4a and 4b,
respe tively. Ea h gure ontains two groups of urves whi h orrespond
to free [bulk℄ uid [dashed lines℄ and uid infused into porous media [solid lines℄ under the same density and temperature onditions. As it was
known from the bulk studies, the parti les have mu h bigger displa ement for low uid density than for high uid density. The displa ement
also is bigger at higher temperature than at lower temperature. The
presen e of the sili a spheres leads to the slowing down of the di usion
motion. Fluid parti les di use signi antly longer distan es in the bulk
uid in the ase of both densities and for all studied temperatures.
The time dependen e of the mean square displa ement is di erent
at di erent periods of time. Three time regimes has been distinguished

D(t) =
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[16,17℄ by analyzing the movement of the tra er from the time dependen e of the orrelation fun tion of the s attered-light intensity: (i) the
di usion pro ess is normal at short times, (ii) be omes to anomalous
at moderate times and (iii) returns to be normal for large delay times.
Normal di usion assumes here that time dependen e of the uid partile dynami s are subje t to the law of deterministi motion [Newtonian
dynami s℄ on the initial ballisti phase and satisfy the Fi k's se ond law
and isotropy [Eu lidean dynami s℄ on a long time s ale. In order to extra t more information from the simulation data, log-log plots of MSD
turn out to be very helpful [14,15℄. This is shown in Figs. 4 and 4d for
the low and high density, respe tively. Two linear regions [at the initial
and nal stage℄ easily an be re ognized for ea h set of the data presented on these plots. In general, every linear region on logarithmi s ale
indi ates a distin t di usive regime, des ribed by a power law behavior
D(t)  t where the power an be determined from the slope of the
straight line tting the data. Below t?  1, the straight line has slope
= 2, orresponding to Newtonian dynami s, i.e. < r2 (t) >= v 2 (0)t2 .
Well above t?  1, the straight line has slope = 1 orresponding to Einsteinian regime, i.e. < r2 (t) >= Dt. In the ase of a bulk uid these two
straight lines interse t, de ning the hara teristi distan e  and time 
that separate the two di usive regimes. Between these two regimes, the
displa ement pro le is not linear, representing the transition from deterministi [quasifree℄ parti le motion to the Einsteinian di usion [parti le
motion is a e ted by the ollisions with the other parti les℄. Comparing
the bulk MSD urves with the simulation data for the MSD in a gas-like
adsorbate [Fig. 4 ℄ we see that, indeed, as it was found experimentally
in studies of probe di usion through polya rylamide gels [16℄, the shape
of the MSD pro le has additional linear region in between two normal
di usion regimes. The slope of this linear region for low density adsorbate is about = 23 indi ating a perturbation of the parti le traje tory
due to ollision with obsta les. This behavior only quantitatively depend
on the nature of the surfa e [attra tive or repulsive℄. For attra tive surfa e the transition time from ballisti behavior to anomalous di usion is
shorter as well as rossover from anomalous di usion to the normal diffusion over long distan es is more delayed. After entering the anomalous
di usion regime, MSD is permanently larger for repulsive obsta les.
Anomalous di usion is strongly a e ted by the density of the guest
uid [Fig. 4d℄. In parti ular, the liner region at moderate times pra ti ally does not exist for liquid-like adsorbate, i.e. parti les are found
to follow normal [Brownian℄ di usion dire tly after an initial ballisti
phase. As in the ase of low density, time dependen e of the MSD is the
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same for both attra tive and repulsive surfa es. The explanation for this
behavior is that at high density of the pore [adsorbed℄ uid, the surfa e
overage of obsta les is very high for both [repulsive and attra tive℄ surfa es [see the rst oordination shell numbers℄ and tra er annot "see"
the pure obsta les but only parti les of the adsorbed layer. Due to this,
the di usion pro ess in sili a gel at high density of adsorbed uid qualitatively is similar to the dynami s of higher density [free volume℄ bulk
uid.
A noti eable di eren e in the dynami al properties of gas-like and
liquid-like pore uid is eviden ed by the data al ulated for VACFs
whi h are shown on Fig. 5a. For ea h density the set of ve urves are
displayed to illustrate the temperature e e t. The two groups of autoorrelation fun tions relax following the qualitatively di erent patterns,
whi h means that the motions of the individual parti les are essentially
di erent. It is notable that (t) relaxes mu h more faster in the ase of
higher density adsorbate and assume the negative values at t?  1. The
slow relaxation at low density is superimposed by a weak non periodi
os illating pattern.
The normalized VACFs, evaluated for bulk, free volume, and both
attra tive and repulsive uid-surfa e intera tions are shown on Fig. 5b
and 5 for gas-like and liquid-like adsorbate, respe tively. One an see,
that  (t) of the adsorbed uid de ays faster than that in the bulk uid,
regardless of time. The deviation is started to be observed from the times
t?  0:2 and appears to be signi ant at times grater than the time t?on
roughly required for the mole ules to have di used into onta t with
sili a sphere. In the ontrast to the bulk uid, the well de ned minima,
in the ase of matrix uid, is seen at short times.
We al ulated self-di usion oeÆ ient of uid versus time t from
our VACF and MSD fun tions and results are displayed on Fig. 6. One
an see that the self-di usion oeÆ ient of matrix uid has a onstant
value for large time.

3.3. Ma ros opi self-di usion oeÆ ient
Both of the expressions Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 an be used to predi t the
ma ros opi di usion oeÆ ient, but in both ases, (t) and < r2 (t) >
have to be known at large times [large ompared to the hara teristi
time of orrelations between the tagged parti le and its immediate neighbors℄. At these times, whi h determine the hydrodynami region, we an
expe t that < r2 > behaves as a linear fun tion of t and the self-di usion
oeÆ ient an be al ulated as the limiting slope of the MSD. In su h
ontext, an evaluation of the self-di usion oeÆ ient through the velo -
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ity auto orrelation fun tions is more rigorous. In the bulk ase, both
pro edures give onsistent results with a similar un ertainty whi h is of
the order of 5% [11℄.
The results of our al ulations of the ma ros opi self-di usion oeÆ ients by using Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10 are olle ted in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
Two sets of data for ea h temperature and density ase orrespond to
the self-di usion oeÆ ients obtained from MSDs and from VACFs. We
see, that in all ases the agreement between both pro edures is quite
reasonable.
The ratio of the di usion oeÆ ients of the adsorbed uid [system B℄
and bulk uid of e e tive density [system D℄ to the orresponding quantity in bulk region [system A℄, Dads =Dbulk and Deff =Dbulk , respe tively,
show learly that Dads hanges relative to bulk uid and to uid with
e e tive [higher℄ density [Fig. 7℄. This means, that di usion pro esses
are signi antly a e ted by sili a gel and are slower in this porous solid. This e e t is more pronoun ed for low adsorbed uid density where
Dads is one order of magnitude lower than for free bulk di usion [half
of order of magnitude for high adsorbed uid density℄. Examining these
results, we see that most of the de rease in Dads is aused by the onnement. The substitution of the adsorbed uid by the bulk uid with
the e e tive [higher℄ density that, indeed, is asso iated with de rease
of di usion, does not orrespond and is not equivalent to the e e t of
on nement. Not only the magnitude of the di usion oeÆ ient [Deff
is always higher than Dads at the same density and temperature℄ but
dependen e on temperature and density in both ases are qualitatively di erent: ratio Dads =Dbulk in reases with rise of temperature while
Deff =Dbulk de reases; ratio Dads=Dbulk for low density is smaller than
for higher density while Deff =Dbulk has an opposite trend.
The e e t of temperature on the di usivity an be dis ussed from
Fig. 8. The plot shows that di usion of gas-like and liquid-like adsorbates in a sili a gel is an a tivated pro ess, i.e. it follows the Arrhenius
equation,

D = D0 exp( Ea =RT ) ;
(3.11)
where D0 is alled the preexponential fa tor, Ea is the a tivation energy,
R is the gas onstant, and T is the temperature. The estimate for a ti-

vation energy is 3.53 kJ/mol for low density parti les and 1.80 kJ/mol
for parti les in a liquid-like phase.
The absolute values of the model predi tions for self-di usion oeÆ ient for methane adsorbed in sili a gel are shown on Fig. 9. On
this gure we also an see the dependen e of the self-di usion oeÆ-
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ient on temperature: with rise of the temperature, di usion be omes
faster and is a elerated at low density relative to high density. Our
estimates, Dads = 0:875  10 7 m2 =s, for the low density adsorbate at
T = 296K are in a reasonable agreement with the experimental value
0:952  10 7 m2 =s for the e e tive pore di usivity of the methane gas on
sili a gel at T = 310K [1℄.
4. Con lusions

Summarizing, the anoni al ensemble MD simulations are used to study
the mi rostru ture and dynami s of the simple uids adsorbed in a
porous medium. It follows, that adsorption of the simple uid into the
porous medium results in the formation of the adlayer stru ture of the
uid parti les near the surfa e of the large matrix parti les.
It an be seen learly that the behavior is dependent on (i) the presen e of stati obsta les, (ii) the density of adsorbed uid and (iii) the
temperature.
The presen e of the matrix parti les a e t the mobility of uid parti les. The self-di usion oeÆ ients are less for matrix uid than for
bulk uid. It is shown, that self-di usion de reases not only due to the
de reasing of the spa e available for adsorption but mainly due to the
geometry of the on nement. At low uid density self-di usion strongly
depends on the temperature. The e e t of temperature de reases when
the density of adsorbate in reases.
The extent to whi h dynami al properties of simple-like uids within
the porous sili a gel are determined by surfa e di usion requires additional studies and will be reported elsewhere.
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Table 1. The number of uid parti les in the onta t layer around sili a
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Figure 1. Attra tive uid-matrix intera tion. Fluid- uid and uid-matrix
radial distribution fun tions, gF F (r) and gF M (r), respe tively, for low
uid density at the temperatures T  = 2:0 (part a) and 1.2 (part b).
Solid lines orrespond to the data obtained from MD simulations of this
work, ir les - from GCMC simulations of Vega et al.[8℄.
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for high uid density.

Figure 3. Comparison of the attra tive and repulsive uid-matrix intera tions. Fluid- uid and uid-matrix radial distribution fun tions, gF F (r)
and gF M (r), at temperature T  = 1:2 for low uid density F = 0:0384
(part a) and high uid density, 0.3534 (part b). Results are obtained
from MD simulations of this work. Solid lines orrespond to the data for
attra tive uid-surfa e intera tion (KM model), ir les - for repulsive
uid-matrix intera tion.
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F = 0:0384; part (b): omparison of the bulk and pore uid at di erent
temperatures for high density, F = 0:3534; part ( ): omparison of the
bulk uid, free volume uid and pore uid with an attra tive and repulsive uid-matrix intera tion at temperature T  = 1:2 for low density,
F = 0:0384; part (d): the same as in part ( ) but for high uid density,
F = 0:3534.
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Figure 6. Self-di usion oeÆ ient of uid versus time, D (t). Solid lines
orrespond to the results obtained from MSD, while dashed lines orrespond to the results evaluated from ACF. Part (a): omparison of the
bulk uid, free volume uid and pore uid with an attra tive and repulsive uid-matrix intera tion at temperature T  = 1:2 for low density,
F = 0:0384; part (b): the same as in part (a) but for high uid density,
F = 0:3534. part ( ): the same as in part (a) but in log s ale. part (d):
the same as in part (b) but in log s ale.

Figure 7. Relative self-di usion oeÆ ient of the adsorbed uid
[Dads =Dbulk ℄ and the bulk uid in an e e tive volume [Deff =Dbulk ℄ versus temperature T  , for a low and high uid densities, F = 0:0384 and
0.3534, respe tively. The meaning of solid and dashed lines are the same
as in Fig.6.
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